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In this mini-lesson, I talk about jumper cards - what they are and what you should 
do when they happen.

You may be wondering what the heck a jumper card is! Sometimes while 
shuffling, a card will fly out of the deck! We call these jumper cards. What 
should you do with it? Is it a special message from Spirit? The answer isn’t that 
simple.

There is a saying, “What falls to the floor, come to the door.” This is misleading 
because it’s not necessarily true. You’re only going to find out if the card is valuable 
to you after the reading. 

So what do you do with a jumper?
Just set it aside. A jumper card does not sit inside of your reading, it may or may 
not be additional information, something that adds to your reading. But you won’t 
know until you choose your other card or cards and finish your reading. Then you 
can look to see if it makes sense with the info you’ve just been given.

Multiple jumpers- 2,3,4 5 or more cards come flying out? Multiple jumpers 
usually mean that you aren’t a great shuffler or you were having a clumsy moment. 
Newbies usually have lots of jumpers!

Jumpers are always read in the upright position! Doesn’t matter how you saw it 
land, it’s only read upright! 

Quick recap:
 Don’t use jumper cards as part of the reading
 Do use them as extra information only if they make sense 
 Jumpers don’t sit within your reading, they are kept to the side. 
 Jumpers are always read in the upright position

That’s all you really need to know about jumper cards. So, next time you’re shuffling 
and get a jumper, just put it aside. After you’re reading, look to see if the extra 
information makes sense, if it does, awesome, something to add to your journal if it 
doesn’t that’s ok too!

See you next time!
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